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One of the great challenges for people living with movement disorders is to know how and where to access sound advice and evidence-based services that enable them to continue to live well with their disease. Movement disorders affect families as well as individuals. For this reason contemporary models of service provision are comprehensive and recognize the need for diagnoses, assessments, and treatments to be tailored to the individual needs of people living with movement disorders and the significant others in their lives. Comprehensive service provision means enabling people to access skills and advice from a wide range of health and social care disciplines with coordinated and complementary contributions from different team members.

The rehabilitation of people with movement disorders is unique. This is because movement disorders encompass neurodegenerative conditions, which in turn involve the basal ganglia and their connections leading to disorders of movement, behavior, cognition, and mood. The relative extent of each of these impairments varies across individuals. The incurable and progressive nature of movement disorders can sometimes result in cumulative impairments over time which can be challenging for the individual, their family, health professionals, and the health system. Progressive impairments and disabilities can also significantly impact on activity and participation which, if not treated quickly and effectively, can compromise quality of life.

With the rapid increase in knowledge from numerous research fronts, people with movement disorders now have access to new and existing treatment options. Although there is currently no cure for movement disorders, current treatments can address some, but not all, symptoms yet they still do not address cumulative morbidity.

Rehabilitation has only recently started to assume a key role in the management of people with movement disorders. The main management focus in the past has been supportive or medical care. The integration of new medical and surgical treatments, in the context of such complexities, necessitates a multidisciplinary team approach to care. Applying specialist knowledge in a coordinated manner can arguably enable optimization of activity and participation. At times, with some of these conditions, comprehensive services from a specialist team have the potential to mitigate against cumulative impairments and disabilities.

This book focuses on the role of rehabilitation in the provision of comprehensive care to people living with conditions associated with movement disorders. For each condition that we explore, the basic pathophysiology will be used to guide rehabilitation, focused on mitigation of impairments, disabilities, and participation restrictions. Where relevant this extends to non-motor impairments. The specific roles of the multidisciplinary team will be explored for each condition. The team role will also be emphasized in addressing issues of improving activity, participation, and quality of life for each of the conditions involved in the manifestation of movement disorders.

This book is particularly directed towards allied health, nursing, and medical professionals and students working with people with movement disorders related to basal ganglia malfunction. It provides an up-to-date and theoretically based approach to comprehensive inter-professional management. It also provides a resource for clinicians, educators, and policy-makers. It shall assist people to develop and plan appropriate interventions that compliment new medical, surgical, nursing, and allied health advances for movement disorders. Our aim is to translate the findings from the latest scientific discoveries to enable clinicians to be effective and evidence-based in their treatments, diagnoses, and assessments. The ultimate aim is to optimize life quality through effective, targeted rehabilitation programs. Indirectly, we also hope that people with movement disorders would ultimately become aware of comprehensive service provision, as outlined in this book, and seek out appropriate care streams to meet their particular needs.
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